CUDDLY BENCH BY BELLITALIA
OE-BI-3165

The Cuddly is from Bellitalia’s organic bench line. It is composed
by a wide and ergonomic seat, comfortable as a hug, with
rounded lines. This urban furniture product fits perfectly in every
location, thanks to its soft shape and chromatic choice, becoming
an essential relaxing experience.

MATERIALS
The bench is manufactured using white granite conglomerate. The
bench is reinforced and embedded with bushings that permit its lifting,
and are covered with a Bellitalia plate after the placement. The bench’s
surfaces can undergo a “Glossy paint” treatment, based on a covering with a bi-component base and an acrylic-polyurethane varnish,
the same used for the automotive industry. This treatment is available
in a choice of three colors: Fire Red (RAL3000), Jet Black (RAL9005)
or Pure White (RAL9010). Alternatively all surfaces can be finely bush
hammered, except for the seat’s surface that is left smooth natural and
then covered with a transparent anti-decay coating, or an anti-graffiti
product. All edges are rounded or made blunt.

INSTALLATION
Simply place on the flooring.

MAINTENANCE
The stone conglomerate is an extremely durable material that requires
minimal maintenance. This purely consists of the treatment of the surface
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